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Please note: Annotations have been excerpted and/or adapted from descriptions provided by the 

publishers. 

 

 

372.44 R224 

Rasinski, Timothy; Cheesman Smith, Melissa   

Vocabulary ladders : understanding word nuances 

Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2014. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Reading (Primary). 

Vocabulary—Study and teaching (Primary). 

Summary: Grade 3. Choosing appropriate words to express an idea is 

important to improve students' reading comprehension and writing 

composition skills. This book provides third grade students with fun and engaging vocabulary 

activities to support word knowledge within reading and writing skills. This resource provides a 

framework to teach related words using a cluster approach that helps students learn many 

semantically related words at once. 

 

372.462 M319 

Marck, Staci  

High-frequency picture words 

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2009. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Reading (Primary)—Whole-

word method. Word recognition—Study and teaching (Primary). 

Summary: Grades K-1. Picture associations will aid young readers in 

developing anchor words to increase their oral and written language. Our 

resource will increase vocabulary, sight word recognition and 

comprehension as students identify 120 common nouns using real-life pictures as an aid. 

Unscramble the words that match the pictures. Then, write the word on the lines. Write the nouns 

in the boxes that match the shape of the word before printing them on the line. Then, draw a 

picture of the word. Match the food, clothing, or body part word to its picture. Then, print the 

word on the lines. Many of these picture words can be used to help spell similar words by 

analogy. 

 

372.462 M319 

Marck, Staci 

High-frequency sight words  

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2009. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Reading (Primary)—Whole-

word method. Word recognition—Study and teaching (Primary) 

Summary: Sight words are words that must become automatically 

recognized by the reader because they are often not pronounced or spelled 

in regular ways. Our resource will increase sight word recognition, 

vocabulary and comprehension as students identify 130 Dolch sight words using real-life 

pictures as an aid. Write the sight word in the boxes that match the shape of the word. Boxes are 

used to help students come to understand that words can be recognized by the shapes of their 

letters, as they contain small, tall or hanging letters. Finish the sentence by matching the sight 
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words with their boxes. Make sure that the words not only fit inside the boxes, but also make 

sense within the sentence. With 100 high-frequency words that make up almost 50% of 

everything we read as adults, having a bank of high frequency words is essential to building 

fluent reading skills. 

 

372.465 M319 

Marck, Staci  

Word families, long vowels  

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2008. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Reading—Phonetic method. 

Reading—Study and teaching (Primary) 

Summary: Grades K-1. Encourage reading skills by highlighting the high 

frequency words essential for beginning readers. With our resource, 

students will begin to think of words as not only a series of individual 

letters and sounds, but as easily recognizable chunks of language. Make a word by adding an 

onset, like "sn", to the rime, like "ail". Then, say the word out loud. Finish a sentence by 

matching words, like "sweep" and "keep", to the boxes that show tall and small letters. Read a 

sentence, like "We like to glide down the wide slide", and circle all the words that rhyme. Then, 

write your own sentences using words that rhyme. 

 

372.465 M319 

Marck, Staci  

Word families, short vowels  

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2008. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Reading—Phonetic method. 

Reading—Study and teaching (Primary). 

Summary: Grades K-1. Increase vocabulary, sight word recognition and 

comprehension for beginning readers. Our resource is an essential tool to 

aid students as they begin to read and understand more about the onset and 

rhyme connection found in word families. Add onsets like "p" and "st" to rhyme like "an" and 

"op" to form words like "pan" and "stop". Find the best onset, like "c", to finish the rhyme, like 

"at", to match the word "cat" with its real-life picture. Match the best rhyme word, like "rid", to 

finish the sentence, like "Get rid of the trash". 

 

372.47 B533 

Berriman, Christine 

Figurative language  

Kingston, ON : Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 2005. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Figures of speech—Study and 

teaching. Reading (Elementary). Reading comprehension. 

Summary: Teach your young writers the Figurative Language tools that 

will help them increase their vocabulary and enable the readers of their 

works to better visualize their story, poem or narrative verse. As well, help 

your students become proficient in discovering the figure of speech while reading. We 

extensively cover: metaphor (one thing is said to be something else), alliteration (repeats two or 

more initial sounds in one sentence), personification (occurs when we give a non-human thing, 
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human qualities, like actions, thoughts, feelings and habits), and simile (compares two unlike 

things using the words like, as or than). 

 

372.47 R754 

Rollins, Brenda Vance 

Reading comprehension   

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2010. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. High interest-low vocabulary 

books. Reading comprehension—Study and teaching. 

Summary: Grades 5-8. Reading levels 3-4. 

 

 

 

372.6 R335 

Regier, Natalie  

Winter carnivals : skates, sleds and lots of snow 

Kingston, ON : Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 2004. 

Subjects: Carnival—Study and teaching (Primary). Creative activities and 

seat work. Language arts (Primary). Winter festivals—Study and teaching 

(Primary) 

Summary: Slide into winter with this book — a two week language arts 

unit that is sure to be a hit with students. Students brainstorm, study 

words, alphabetize, rhyme, categorize words, work with synonyms, work with antonyms, read, 

answer questions in complete sentences, and complete writing activities. Major Topics are: 

Winter Carnivals, Snow Sculptures, Ice Skating, Hot Chocolate (everyone's favourite), Sled 

Rides, Snowshoeing, Cross Country Skiing, Ice Mazes, Sleigh Rides and Fireworks. Activities 

include group and individual word cards, spelling lists, match game and evaluation. This sports 

unit provides a teacher and student section with a variety of lessons, activities, crossword and 

word search to create a well-rounded lesson plan. 

 

372.6 R754 

Rollins, Brenda Vance  

How to write a paragraph  

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2009. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Creative writing—Study and 

teaching (Elementary). English language—Composition and exercises—

Study and teaching (Elementary). English language—Paragraphs—

Problems, exercises, etc. High interest-low vocabulary books. 

Subjects: Learning to express one's thoughts in well-written sentences and 

paragraphs is an essential skill for all students. Designed to make the 

writing process logical and easy to learn, our resource breaks down the process of writing a 

paragraph into its fundamental elements. Start off by learning what a paragraph is before delving 

deeper into its forms and purposes. Use prompts to start your paragraph off in the prewriting 

stage. Then, write your first draft using graphic organizers for help. Practice what you've learned 

before moving on to the revision phase. Get tips on what to watch out for while you revise and 
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proofread your paragraph. 

 

 

372.6 T789 

Trembach, Vera 

Fairy tales  

Kingston, ON : Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 1997. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Fairy tales—Study and 

teaching (Primary). 

Summary: Our fairy tales unit combines traditional fairy tales with new 

and exciting activities that will enchant young students. 

 

 

 

372.6 T789 

Trembach, Vera  

Mother Goose nursery rhymes   

Kingston, ON: Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 2001. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Language arts (Primary). 

Mother Goose. Nursery rhymes—Study and teaching (Primary). 

Summary: Mother Goose's tried and true nursery rhymes provide a 

springboard for this unit that is specifically designed for use during the 

critical first months of grade one, when children have limited reading and 

writing skills. Our highly structured unit focuses on building children's sight word vocabulary 

and introduces them to writing in complete (but simple) sentences as a class activity. The list of 

fun, familiar rhymes includes Humpty Dumpty, Star Light, Jack Be Nimble, Jack Sprat, Hickory 

Dickory Dock, Three Blind Mice, Hey Diddle Diddle, Little Jack Horner. 

 

 

372.6 T789 

Trembach, Vera  

Rockin' rebuses  

Kingston, ON : Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 1997. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Language arts (Primary). 

Summary: Rebus stories give emerging readers the encouragement and 

success that they need. The picture provides a word clue, while 

establishing left to right tracking, and reinforcing the idea that words make 

sentences that make stories. The stories in this unit are about the senses, 

things that are big and small, and the changing of the seasons. The creative activities encourage 

the students to express their ideas through art. Our unit includes longer chants for the slightly 

more advanced emerging reader, such as "I Love the Fall", "I Love My School", "The Story Of a 

Leaf", "I Love Winter", "I Love Spring", and "Summer Colours." 
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372.608996073 T221 

Tatum, Alfred W.  

Teaching Black boys in the elementary grades : advancing 

disciplinary reading and writing to secure their futures 

New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2021. 

Subjects: African American boys—Education (Elementary). Literacy—

Study and teaching. 

Summary: This book will help educators rethink their expectations of and 

practices for developing the literacy skills of Black boys in the elementary 

school classroom. The author shows educators how to bring students' 

literacy development into greater focus by creating an early intellectual 

infrastructure of advanced literacy, knowledge, and personal development. He provides a strong 

conceptual frame, with associated instructional and curricular practices, designed to move Black 

boys from across the economic spectrum toward advanced literacy that aligns with the Black 

intellectual tradition. The text includes guidance for selecting texts, reading supports, prompts 

for analysis, and examples of student work. Teaching Black Boys in the Elementary Grades 

counters the current obsession with basic and proficient reading and argues for adopting an 

exponential growth model of literacy development.  

 

 372.676 R325 

Reed, Nat 

Reader's theatre. Folktales  

Kingston, ON : Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 2004.  

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Folklore—Study and 

teaching (Elmentary). Readers' theater. 

Summary: This Folktales Unit contains an eclectic mix of some of the 

world's most beloved stories as well as several that are more obscure. 

Readers Theatre is a unique and fresh way of introducing students to a 

number of delightful plays that have been passed down from generation to 

generation for centuries. They can also serve as a useful tool for developing a student's oral 

reading and comprehension skills. Readers Theatre calls upon the students to utilize their voices, 

facial expressions, and hand gestures to interpret the characters in the scripts.  

 

 372.676 R325 

Reed, Nat 

Reader's theatre. Tall tales  

Kingston, ON: Rainbow Horizons Publishing Inc., 2004. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Readers' theater. Tall tales—

Study and teaching (Elementary). 

Summary: Our Tall Tales unit is a unique way of introducing students to 

some of the most interesting characters in the world. The tall tales genre 

was popularized in North America in the 1820's. Readers Theatre is a 

unique and fresh way of introducing students to a number of delightful plays that have been 

passed down from generation to generation for centuries. They can also serve as a useful tool for 

developing a student's oral reading and comprehension skills. Readers Theatre calls upon the 

students to utilize their voices, facial expressions, and hand gestures to interpret the characters in 
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the scripts. This Theatre & Folktales lesson provides a teacher and student section with a variety 

of scripts, creative writing activities, crossword, word search and answer key to create a well-

rounded lesson plan. 

 

 372.7 A841 

Aspinall, Alice  

Look for the math around you. Estimation  

Place of publication : Code Breaker, 2020. 

Subjects: Estimation theory—Juvenile literature. Mathematics—Study 

and teaching (Elementary). 

Summary: This book is a collection of real-life photos with question 

prompts to help start math conversations with children. Estimating is a 

skill we use every day. When children learn to hone their estimating skills, they begin to estimate 

everything around them – correct answers to math problems, materials needed for an art project, 

and even how long it will take them to fold their laundry! Perfect for reading at home or in the 

classroom, this book will help children see math in their daily lives. Use the optional prompts or 

go off-script and have fun looking for the math around you. 

 

 372.7 A841 

Aspinall, Alice  

Look for the math around you. Geometry  

Place of publication : Code Breaker, 2020. 

Subjects: Geometry. Mathematics—Study and teaching (Elementary). 

Summary: This book is a collection of real-life photos with question 

prompts to help start math conversations with children. Shapes, lines, and 

angles are everywhere around us; together, they make up the beauty of our 

world. When children can see geometry concepts all around them, they begin to make 

connections to what they learn about in the classroom. Perfect for reading at home or in the 

classroom, this book will help children see math in their daily lives. Use the optional prompts or 

go off-script and have fun looking for the math around you. 

 

 372.7 A841 

Aspinall, Alice  

Look for the math around you. Math chats  

Place of publication  Code Breaker, 2020. 

Subjects: Mathematics—Study and teaching (Elementary). 

Summary: This book is a collection of real-life photos with question 

prompts to help start math conversations with children. Most of our 

everyday experiences can spark a math chat – we just need to be on the 

lookout. Children develop a love of mathematics when they learn to make connections that are 

relevant in their lives. Perfect for reading at home or in the classroom, this book will help 

children see math in their daily lives. Use the optional prompts or go off-script and have fun 

looking for the math around you. 
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 372.7 H913 

Hull, Ted H.; Miles, Ruth Harbin  

Math games :  skill-based practice for first grade 

Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2014. 

Subjects: Mathematics—Study and teaching (Primary).  

Summary: Grade 1. Reinforce key First Grade mathematical concepts 

with fun and engaging skill-based games. Created to correlate to the 

Common Core and other state standards, this resource is perfect for 

reinforcing students’ mathematical skills. Facilitate mathematics 

instruction through these engaging games that can be played in pairs or 

small groups. Easy-to-access materials are provided so that activities can be done in the 

classroom or at home and game results can be used for formative assessment. 

 

 372.7 H913 

Hull, Ted H.; Miles, Ruth Harbin  

Math games :  skill-based practice for fourth grade 

Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2014. Mathematics—Study and 

teaching (Elementary). 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. 

Summary: Grade 4. Reinforce key mathematical concepts in fourth grade 

with these fun and engaging skill-based games. Perfect for centers, 

workstations, or family math night, these engaging games can be played in 

pairs or small groups. 

 

 372.7 H913 

Hull, Ted H.; Miles, Ruth Harbin  

Math games :  skill-based practice for sixth grade 

Huntington Beach, CA : Shell Education, 2014. Mathematics—Study and 

teaching (Elementary). 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work.  

Summary: Grade 6. Reinforce key mathematical concepts in sixth grade 

with these fun and engaging skill-based games. Perfect for centers, 

workstations, or family math night, these engaging games can be played in 

pairs or small groups. 

 

372.7 I61 

Intensifying mathematics interventions for struggling students  

New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2021. 

Subjects: Effective teaching. Mathematics—Study and teaching. 

Response to intervention (Learning disabled children). 

Summary: This key resource for K–12 educators offers a systematic guide 

to delivering Tier 2 and 3 math interventions within a multi-tiered system 

of support. The volume explains critical math areas in which many 

students have difficulty—early numeracy, time and money measurement, 

number combinations, fractions, word-problem solving, algebra, and 
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more. Leading experts describe relevant standards and show how to use data-based 

individualization to plan, monitor, and intensify instruction in each area. 

 

507.1 G796 

Green, Jasper  

Powerful ideas of science and how to teach them  

Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2021. 

Subjects: Science—Study and teaching. 

Summary: A bullet dropped and a bullet fired from a gun will reach the 

ground at the same time. Plants get the majority of their mass from the air 

around them, not the soil beneath them. A smartphone is made from more 

elements than you are. Every day, science teachers get the opportunity to 

blow students’ minds with counter intuitive, crazy ideas like these. But 

getting students to understand and remember the science that explains 

these observations is complex. To help, this book explores how to plan and teach science lessons 

so that students and teachers are thinking about the right things – that is the scientific ideas 

themselves. It introduces you to thirteen powerful ideas of science that have the ability to 

transform how young people see themselves and the world around them. Each chapter tells the 

story of one powerful idea and how to teach it alongside examples and non-examples from 

biology, chemistry and physics to show what great science teaching might look like and why.  

 

510.71 S951 

Sullivan, Peter 

Challenging mathematical tasks : unlocking the potential of all 

students 

South Melbourne, Australia:  Oxford University Press, 2018. 

Subjects: Mathematics—Problems, exercises, etc. Mathematics—Study 

and teaching (Elementary)—Activity programs. 

Summary: This book supports the idea that students learn best when they 

work on problems that they do not yet know how to solve. The author's 

research shows that many students do not fear challenges in mathematics, 

but welcome them. And rather than having teachers instruct them, these students prefer to work 

out solutions for themselves. 

 

523 S631 

Slade, Suzanne  

The universe and you  

Ann Arbor, MI : Sleeping Bear Press, 2021. 

Subjects: Astronomy—Juvenile literature. Galaxies—Juvenile literature. 

Sleep—Juvenile literature. Solar system—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: During the night, as a child sleeps in her bedroom, the reader is 

taken on an exploration of our solar system, galaxies beyond, and finally 

the universe as a whole. 
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523.2 H766 

Homer, Charlene 

Galaxies and the universe   

San Diego, CA : Classroom Complete Press, 2007. 

Subjects: Astronomy—Juvenile literature. Creative activities and seat 

work. Galaxies—Juvenile literature. High interest-low vocabulary books. 

Solar system—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: From the smallest particles of matter to the biggest star system, 

our universe is made up of all things that exist in space. Our resource 

gives you the big picture about space. Start off by exploring the Big Bang 

and formation of our Milky Way galaxy. Learn how distance is measured in light years, and how 

far the next closest star is to Earth. Create your own nebula using construction pager, newspaper 

and water. Build pinhole galaxies to present barred, elliptical, spiral, and irregular galaxies to the 

class. Find out how much you would weigh on the sun, moon and planets. Solve the mystery of 

black holes and write your own science fiction story about it. Finally, travel to the most distant 

objects in our universe—quasars. 

 

551.5 R353 

Reid, Barbara  

Picture the sky  

Toronto, ON : North Winds Press, 2017. 

Subjects: Sky—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Renowned Canadian artist Barbara Reid helps us to picture the 

sky in new and different ways, in all its colours and moods. 

 

581.4 S851 

Stewart, Melissa 

A seed is the start  

Washington, D.C. : National Geographic, 2018. 

Subjects: Plant life cycles—Juvenile literature. Plants—Juvenile 

literature. Seeds—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Meet seeds that pop, hop, creep, and explode in this vividly illustrated introduction to 

the simplest concepts of botany. The story, which is perfect for elementary school Common Core 

learning, carefully highlights the many ways that seeds get from here to there, engaging 

children's curiosity with strong action verbs. Complete with an illustrated glossary and back 

matter featuring more resources, this book inspires wonder as it encourages budding botanists of 

all ages to look with new eyes at plants and their seeds. 

 

582.16 R353 

Reid, Barbara 

Picture a tree  

Toronto, ON : North Winds Press, 2011. 

Subjects: Picture books for children. Trees—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Picture a tree, from every season, and from every angle. These 

wondrous beings give shade and shelter. They protect, and bring beauty to, 

any landscape. Now look again. Look closer. A tree's colours both soothe 
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and excite. Its shape can ignite the imagination and conjure a pirate ship, a bear cave, a 

clubhouse, a friend; an ocean, a tunnel, and a home sweet home. Its majestic presence evokes 

family, growth, changes, endings and new beginnings. Picture a tree – what do you see? In this 

gorgeous picture book, Barbara Reid brings her vision, her craft, and her signature Plasticine 

artwork to the subject of trees.  

 

598 O62 

Oppenheim, Joanne 

Have you seen birds  

Toronto : Scholastic Canada, 1986. 

Subjects: Birds—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: This title is a picture book that brings a variety of birds to 

life—spring, summer, autumn and winter birds; woodland, meadow, sea and marsh birds. 

 

782.14 E53 

Emerson, Roger 

S'cool : a teenage pop-rock musical [kit]   

Milwaukee, WI : Hal Leonard, 2007. 

Subjects: High schools. Musicals. Rock music. Teenagers. 

Summary: In this new pop/rock musical Roger Emerson uses an exciting variety of musical 

styles to explore the feelings and frustrations experienced by contemporary teenagers. Self-

respect, acceptance and creating one's own identity are all covered in this engaging 40-minute 

production. The need for minimal sets (all school-centered) and current dress help make it easy 

to stage for groups of all levels. The characters can all be played by students, or involve some 

teachers or administrators to help with the “adult” roles. 

 

808.042 F514 

Finnbogason, Jack; Valleau, Al  

A Canadian writer's pocket guide.  Fifth edition 

Toronto, ON : Nelson Education, 2015. 

Subjects: English language—Grammar. English language—Rhetoric. 

Summary: This book continues to provide students with a handy and succinct 

reference guide that covers all they need to know about the writing process. 

Building on the success of previous editions, the fifth edition includes updates 

that reflect the impact modern technology has had on the writing process. If 

you are looking for a writing-focused handbook that does not overwhelm 

students and provides them with the information they need to be better 

writers, check out the new edition. 

 

 811.4 N769 

Noelle, Becky 

Tekahionwake  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous women—

Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. Johnson, E. Pauline,—1861-

1913—Juvenile literature. Poets, Canadian—19th century—
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Biography—Juvenile literature. Women poets, Canadian—19th century—Biography—Juvenile 

literature. 

Summary: This book discusses the life of Tekahionwake, born Emily Pauline Jonson, Canada's 

first well-known Indigenous author who shared her Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk) culture through 

her poetry and performances. 

 

811.6 E46 

Elliott, Zetta 

A place inside of me : a poem to heal the heart 

New York, NY : Farrar Straus Giroux, 2020. 

Subjects: African Americans—Juvenile poetry. Emotions—Juvenile 

poetry. 

Summary: Illustrations and easy-to-read text express a child's awareness 

of being filled with deep emotions, from joy to sorrow and anger to 

compassion, but above all, love. 

 

811.6 F656 

Fogliano, Julie  

When green becomes tomatoes : poems for all seasons 

New York, NY : Roaring Brook, 2016. 

Subjects: Children's poetry, American. Seasons—Juvenile poetry. 

Summary: This title is a book of poetry moving through the seasons. 

 

 

 

 

 

811.6 G216 

Garcia, Gabi 

We are all connected : caring for each other and the earth 

Austin, TX : Skinned Knee Publishing, 2022. 

Subjects: Environmental protection—Citizen participation—Juvenile 

poetry. Friendship—Juvenile poetry. Human ecology—Juvenile poetry. 

Nature—Effect of human beings on—Juvenile poetry. Social justice—

Juvenile poetry. 

Summary: This title is a poem that celebrates the interconnectedness of the world and reminds 

humans to come together to protect the Earth and care for each other. 

 

811.6 W788 

Winters, Kari-Lynn; Sherritt-Fleming, Lori  

Hungry for math : poems to munch on 

Markham, ON : Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 2015. 

Subjects: Children's poetry, Canadian (English). Mathematics—Juvenile 

poetry. 

Summary: This is a collection of fun and educational poems illustrating 
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various math concepts, including shapes, patterns, symmetry, skip-counting, money, time, and 

ordinal numbers. 

 

 

813.54 R353 

Reid, Barbara  

The party 

Toronto, ON : Scholastic Canada, 1997.  

Subjects: Birthdays—Juvenile fiction. Entertaining—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: It's Gran's birthday, and the whole family is celebrating with a 

big party! While the adults enjoy the festivities, the children have their 

own kind of fun. There are hiding places to find, fabulous make-believe 

games to play, delicious food to eat, and a scrumptious birthday cake 

along with a rousing family rendition of "Happy Birthday to You!" All too 

soon, the party is over for another year and the sleepy little partygoers are packed into the car to 

go home. What a wonderful time they have had. 

 

 

813.6 F632 

Florence, Melaine 

Missing Nimâmâ  

Toronto : North Winds Press, 2021. 

Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous women—Canada—

Fiction. Missing persons—Fiction. Orphans—Fiction. 

Summary: This book is a story of love, loss, and acceptance, showing the 

human side of a national tragedy. Kateri is an Indigenous girl, growing up 

in the care of her grandmother. We see her reaching important milestones 

after her mother's disappearance: her first day of school, first dance, first 

date, wedding, first child ... and Kateri's mother, whose spirit is always there, watching her child 

growing up without her. 

 

 

813.6 H255 

Harbridge, Paul  

Out into the big wide lake  

Toronto, ON : Tundra Books,  2021. 

Subjects: Autonomy (Psychology)—Juvenile fiction. Boats and boating—

Juvenile fiction. Down syndrome—Patients—Juvenile fiction. 

Grandparent and child—Juvenile fiction. Grandparents—Juvenile fiction. Groceries—Juvenile 

fiction. Self-confidence—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Kate, a young girl with Down syndrome, visits her grandparents at their lakeside 

home, and gains confidence and independence after helping her grandfather deliver groceries and 

then learning to pilot the boat on her own when he becomes ill. 
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813.6 K78 

Koerner, Lori  

Rosie and the power of positivity team  

Place of publication : Code Breaker, 2021. 

Subjects: Children—Attitudes—Juvenile fiction. Optimism in children—

Juvenile fiction. Positive psychology—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Join Rosie, the world’s newest superhero, on her journey to 

build her Power of Positivity team. Rosie helps her friends learn how to 

change their words and their thinking to build their confidence and change 

their mindset. This story of acceptance, inspiration, and inclusivity helps children learn how to 

shift their inner dialogue from “I can’t” and “I’m not” to “I Can” and “I Am.” 

 

813.6 M164 

McLennan, Deanna Pecaski; Aspinall, Brian  

Think like a coder!  

Place of publication : Code Breaker, 2019. 

Subjects: Coding theory—Juvenile fiction. Computer programming—

Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Coding is everywhere. Follow along with Code Barker and his 

human as they explore computational thinking in their everyday activities. 

Readers will discover that so much of what they do every day – cooking, 

playing, and even being outdoors – provides opportunities to explore and problem solve and 

most importantly, think like a coder. 

 

813.6 M167 

McMenemy, Daphne  

Gracie : the maker 

Place of publication : Code Breaker, 2020. 

Subjects: Cooperation—Juvenile fiction. Maker movement—Juvenile 

fiction. Science—Experiments—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Together, Edie and Gracie create a machine to feed their class 

pet, Turbo the tortoise. The girls must work together to plan and design, 

test and retest their invention. It will take teamwork and perseverance. 

Will Gracie and Edie figure out a way to help Turbo? 

 

813.6 M167 

McMenemy, Daphne; Aspinall, Brian 

What happens when I learn to code?  

Place of publication  Code Breaker, 2020. 

Subjects: Computer animation—Programming—Juvenile fiction. 

Computer games—Programming—Juvenile fiction. Computer 

programming—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Anyone can learn to code, and if you can learn to code, you 

can code to learn. Coding can be very abstract. It is a picturesque canvas. 

It supports one’s spatial awareness. It’s like playing chess and being five moves ahead based on 

three different scenarios. This is something students must develop in the 21st century. Coding 
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empowers kids and puts them in control of the device. It builds mastery through experimentation. 

Coding fosters problem solving, logical thinking, critical and computational thinking. Most 

importantly, it is a safe space to take risks and learn from failure. 

 

 

 

813.6 R353 

Reid, Barbara 

The subway mouse 

Toronto, ON : Scholastic Canada, 2003. 

Subjects: Mice—Juvenile fiction. Subways—Juvenile fiction. Voyages 

and travels—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: As a young mouse living in the subway, Nib loves to hear about 

Tunnel's End: a beautiful yet dangerous roofless world filled with 

incredible wonders and mouse-eating monsters. One day Nib decides to set off, away from his 

dirty crowded home, to find Tunnel's End. Along the way he meets Lola, a girl mouse, and 

together they navigate the long and dangerous tunnel. Just when they have given up hope, they 

hear a small chirping sound – can it really be Tunnel's End? 

 

 

 

813.6 S568 

Siddal, Mary McKenna 

Bringing the outside in  

New York, NY : Random House, 2016. 

Subjects: Outdoor recreation—Juvenile fiction. Play—Juvenile fiction. 

Stories in rhyme. 

Summary: A rhyming story that encourages children to get outside and play. 

 

 

 

907.2 C761  

Clark, Anna (Ed.) 

Contemplating historical consciousness : notes from the field 

New York, NY : Berghahn Books, 2020. 

Subjects: Collective memory. Historiography—Social aspects. History—

Study and teaching—Social aspects. Public history—Social aspects. 

Summary: The last several decades have seen an explosion of new 

empirical research into representations of the past and the conditions of 

their production, prompting claims that we have entered a new era in 

which the past has become more “present” than ever before. This book 

brings together leading historians, ethnographers, and other scholars who 

reflect on the aims, methods, and conceptualization of their own research, as well as the 

successes and failures they have encountered.  
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940.5318071 B398 

Lemberg, Jennifer (Ed.) 

Becoming a Holocaust educator : purposeful pedagogy through 

inquiry 

New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2021. 

Subjects: Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)—Study and teaching. 

Summary: Experienced educators share how they conceive of Holocaust 

education as based in writing and inquiry This book offers reflections on 

how professional development helps guide teacher growth and success, 

and examinations of the ways professional organizations and networks 

can support teachers trying to teach challenging content. 

 

971.00496 S744 

Spence, Kelly 

Mary Ann Shadd  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Cary, Mary Ann Shadd,—1823-1893—Juvenile literature. 

Women educators—Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. 

Women, Black—Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: This book discusses the life of Mary Ann Shadd, the first 

Black woman to publish a newspaper in Canada, who fought for Black 

women's rights as well as the right for Black children to be educated. 

 

 971.00496 U59 

Unsettling the Great White North : Black Canadian history 

Toronto, ON : University of Toronto Press, 2022. 

Subjects: Black Canadians—History. Black Canadians—Social 

conditions. Blacks—Canada—History. Blacks—Canada—Social 

conditions. 

Summary: This book offers a chronological, regional, and thematic 

compilation of some of the latest and best scholarship in the field of 

Black Canadian history. 

 

 

 

 

 971.0071 C989 

Cutrara, Samantha 

Transforming the Canadian history classroom : imagining a new 

"we" 

Vancouver, BC : UBC Press, 2020. 

Subjects: Canada—History—Study and teaching. Classroom 

environment—Canada. 

Summary: We are all our history. Yet despite curricular revisions, the 

mainstream historical narrative that shapes the way we teach students 

about the Canadian nation can be divisive, separating “us” from “them.” 
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Responding to the evolving demographics of an ethnically and culturally heterogeneous 

population, this book calls for an innovative approach that instead places students—the stories 

they carry and the histories they want to be part of—at the centre of history education. Applying 

insights gained from student and teacher interviews and case studies in schools, this book 

describes a learning environment in which students can investigate the historical narratives that 

infuse their lives and imagine a future that makes room for their diverse identities. 

 

 971.0642 S744 

Spence, Kelly  

Jean Lumb  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Businesswomen—Canada—Biography—Juvenile 

literature. Chinese Canadian women—Biography—Juvenile 

literature. Lumb, Jean—Juvenile literature. Social reformers-

Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. Women civic leaders—

Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. Women social 

reformers—Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: This book discusses the efforts of Jean Lumb, a Chinese-Canadian businesswoman 

and activist, to improve the lives of Chinese immigrants in Canada and to preserve Toronto's 

Chinatown. 

 

971.074092 N769 

Noelle, Becky  

Mary Simon  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Governors general—Canada—Biography—Juvenile 

literature. Inuit women—Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. 

Simon, Mary May—Juvenile literature. Women ambassadors—

Canada—Biography—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: This book discusses the life and accomplishments of 

Mary Simon, advocate of Inuit rights and Canada's first Indigenous Governor General. 

  

 

971.600496 N769 

Noelle, Becky 

Viola Desmond  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Blacks—Segregation—Nova Scotia—History—Juvenile 

literature. Civil rights workers, Black—Nova Scotia—

Biography—Juvenile literature. Civil rights—Nova Scotia—

History—Juvenile literature. Desmond, Viola,—1914-1965—

Juvenile literature. Nova Scotia—Ethnic relations—History—

Juvenile literature. 
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FR 305.3 R797 

Rose, Simon; Nixon, Madeline  

L'identité des genres  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: French language materials. Gender identity—Juvenile literature. Gender 

nonconformity—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de : Gender identity. 

 

FR 305.8 R797 

Rose, Simon; Nixon, Madeline 

Saisir les différences  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Cultural pluralism—Canada—Juvenile literature. French language materials. 

Individual differences—Juvenile literature. Respect for persons—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de : Embracing differences. 

 

FR 305.897071 R797 

Rose, Simon; Corrigan, Kathleen 

Le racisme et les stéréotypes  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: French language materials. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples—

Canada—Social conditions—Juvenile literature. Race discrimination—Canada—Juvenile 

literature. Racism—Canada—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de: Racism and stereotypes. 

 

FR 332.024 D944 

Dupuis, David; Fournier, Patrick  

Profil. Cahier de savoirs et d'activités. Corrigé : 5e secondaire 

Montréal, QC : ERPI, 2018. 

Subjects: Finance—Study and teaching (Secondary). Finance—

Textbooks. Finance, Personal—Study and teaching (Secondary). French 

language materials. Teaching—Aids and devices. 

Summary: Ce corrigé contient les réponses aux activités qui se trouvent 

dans le cahier de savoirs et d’activités. 

Curriculum Notes: Littératie financière 20, 30. 

 

 

FR 363.610971 R797 

Rose, Simon; Corrigan, Kathleen  

La recherche d'eau potable  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: French language materials. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples—

Health and hygiene—Canada—Juvenile literature. Water security—Canada—Juvenile 

literature. Water security—Social aspects—Canada—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de: Search for clean water. 
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FR 372.372 K47 OVERSIZE 

Enfants avertis. Programme de sécurité personnelle [kit] 

Winnipeg, MB : Centre canadien de protection de l'enfance inc., 2016. 

Subjects: Child sexual abuse—Prevention. Children and strangers. 

Children—Crimes against—Prevention. Children's accidents—

Prevention. French language materials. Safety education. 

Summary: Cette ressource fournit du matériel pour enseigner et renforcer 

les compétences en matière de sécurité pour les élèves de la maternelle à 

la 9e année. Le matériel de cours traite également de la sécurité 

personnelle et de l'exploitation sexuelle. Le programme contient un guide 

d'enseignement avec des leçons et des activités pour chaque niveau scolaire ainsi que cinq livres 

d'histoires, trois marionnettes et deux poupées en peluche. Les composantes sont également 

disponibles séparément. Titles: Books: Lupin le lapin ne sort pas seul — Cosmo se fie à son 

instinct — Maître Hibou — Noé sait se faire entendre — Les bons et les mauvais secrets de Tatie 

la Tortue. Comic books: Cyber Julie — Cyber Julie : prise dans la toile. 

Curriculum Notes: Bienêtre 3 - I. Bienêtre 4 - I. Bienêtre 5 - I. Bienêtre 6 - I. Bienêtre 7 - I. 

Bienêtre 8 - I. Bienêtre 9 - I. Programme d'études interdisciplinaire M (2015) - I. Programme 

d'études interdisciplinaire 1 (2015) - I. Programme d'études interdisciplinaire 2 (2015) - I. 

Bienêtre 1 - F. Bienêtre 2 - F. Bienêtre 3 - F. Bienêtre 4 - F. Bienêtre 5 - F. Bienêtre 6 - F. 

Bienêtre 7 - F. Bienêtre 8 - F. Bienêtre 9 - F. 

 

FR 372.47 O21 

Oczkus, Lori D.  

L'enseignement réciproque : quatre stratégies pour améliorer la compréhension en lecture 

Montréal, QC : Chenelière éducation, 2010. 

Subjects: Cognitive learning. French language materials. Reading (Elementary). Reading 

comprehension. Reading disability. 

Summary: Traduction de: Reciprocal teaching at work. 

 

FR 372.48 B858 

Briquet-Duhazé, Sophie  

Entraînement de la conscience phonologique et progrès en lecture d'élèves en grande 

difficulté Paris, France : l'Harmattan, 2013. 

Subjects: French language materials. Language awareness in children. Phonological awareness 

in children. Reading disability. Reading—Study and teaching. 

Summary: La conscience phonologique est la connaissance consciente que les mots du langage 

oral sont composés d'unités plus petites. Elle apparaît comme un bon prédicteur, au début du Cp, 

d'un apprentissage de la lecture réussi. Cependant, qu'en est-il lorsque le cycle est achevé et que 

l'apprentissage de la lecture est peu ou pas acquis ? En quoi l'entraînement de cette dernière peut-

elle permettre à certains de ces élèves en grande difficulté de progresser en lecture ? 

 

FR 372.6044 T786 

Trehearne, Miriam P.  

Apprendre à écrire : un coup de cœur! 

Montréal, QC : Modulo, 2013. 
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Subjects: French language materials. French language—Composition and exercises—Study and 

teaching (Primary). Language arts (Primary). Teaching—Aids and devices. 

Summary: Ce titre est un outil pratique qui intéressera autant les enseignants inexpérimentés que 

confirmés. Les méthodes qu'il introduit favorisent l'alphabétisation et aident les élèves à acquérir 

de nouvelles compétences. Traduction de: Learning to write and loving it! 

 

FR 372.6044 T786 

Trehearne, Miriam P.  

Littératie en 1re et 2e année : répertoire de ressources pédagogiques 

Montréal : Modulo, 2004. 

Subjects: French language materials. French language—Study and teaching (Primary). 

Language arts (Primary). Teaching—Aids and devices. 

Summary: Un guide pédagogique pratique qui vous aidera doter vos classes de 1re et de 2e 

année d'un environnement propice au développement de la littératie. Traduction de: Language 

arts, grades 1-2 : teacher's resource book. 

 

FR 448.6 B684 OVERSIZE 

Boisvert, Julie., and Dulong, Michel.  

Zénith. Guide d'enseignement, 3e année du 2e cycle du secondaire : français, langue 

d'enseignement 

Montréal, QC : ERPI, 2010. 

Subjects: French language materials. French language—Study and teaching (Secondary). 

Teaching—Aids and devices. 

Summary: Ce guide d'enseignement correspond au manuel de l'élève. Il est divisé en sept parties 

: activités des manuels, textes à annoter, corpus de textes, activités de grammaires, répertoire 

personnalisé, littérature et outils d'évaluations. Le guide fait référence aux élémetns variés du 

manuel. 

Curriculum Notes: Français immersion 10 (2018). Français immersion 20 (2018). Français 

immersion 30 (2018). 

 

FR 571.8 R797 

Rose, Simon; Nixon, Madeline  

La croissance et le développement  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Body image—Juvenile literature. French language materials. Human growth—

Canada—Juvenile literature. Interpersonal relations—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de : Growth and development. 

 

FR 613.6 R797 

Rose, Simon; Nixon, Madeline 

La sécurité personnelle  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: Children's accidents—Prevention—Juvenile literature. French language materials. 

Safety education—Canada—Juvenile literature. Safety education—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Discuter de l'importance de la sécurité personnelle, y compris lorsque vous faites du 

vélo, que vous êtes seul à la maison et que vous vous connectez en ligne. 
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FR 613.8 R797 

Rose, Simon., and Corrigan, Kathleen 

Les substances  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022.  

Subjects: French language materials. Health behavior—Juvenile 

literature. Substance abuse—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de : Substances. 

 

 

 

FR 796.333 J43 

Jeanson, Aymeric  

Rugby  

Toulouse, France : Milan, 2016. 

Subjects: French language materials. Rugby—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Ce livre présente l'histoire et l'origine du sport de rugby. 

Accompagné de photos, il élabore les règlements du jeu et offre plusieurs 

informations au sujet du rugby y inclus son importance culturelle dans 

certains pays.  

Curriculum Notes: Éducation physique 8 - IF. Éducation physique 9 - IF. 

 

FR 796.42 G267 

Gaudin-Winer, Florian  

Athlétisme : technique, pratique, champions 

Toulouse, France : Milan, 2016. 

Subjects: Athletics—Juvenile literature. French language materials. Track and field—Juvenile 

literature. 

Summary: Ce livre informatif sur le thème d'athlétisme est organisé en cinq sections : Premier 

des sports, premières foulées, règles du stade, à toi de jouer! et avec les champions. La ressource 

a plusieurs photos attrayantes qui accompagnent les descriptions des exercices et des sports. 

Curriculum Notes: Éducation physique 5 - IF. 

 

FR 813.6 P463 

Perry, LaTashia M.  

Un teint comme le mien  

Place of publication : G Publishing LLC, 2016. 

Subjects: French language materials. Identity (Psychology)—Juvenile 

fiction. Self-esteem—Juvenile fiction. Skin—Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Par l'auteur de l'ouvrage Des cheveux comme les miens. Un 

teint comme le mien est un livre amusant et facile à lire pour les plus 

petits comme les plus grands. Une façon amusante et créative d'aborder et de célébrer la diversité 

chez les jeunes enfants. La garantie de vous faire sourire et de vous ouvrir l'appétit! Traduction 

de: Skin like mine. 
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FR 917.13 C825 

Corrigan, Kathleen; Corrigan, Matthew  

Les basses terres des Grands Lacs et de Saint-Laurent  

Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2022. 

Subjects: French language materials. Great Lakes Region (North America)—Geography—

Juvenile literature. Human ecology—Great Lakes Region (North America)—Juvenile literature. 

Human ecology—Saint Lawrence River Region—Juvenile literature. Saint Lawrence River 

Region—Geography—Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Traduction de : Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Lowlands. 

 

 

 

 


